
RESUME

This thesis deals with the Constituent National Assembly in the years 1946 - 1948. The 

purpose of my thesisis is to point to the circumstances which contributed to shape the 

norms governing the functioning of this Assembly and corporate those to the

arrangement which existed during the First Republic (1918 – 1938). This period is 

interesting precisely because of the renewal of the Czechoslovak statehooh and 

parliamentarism interrupted by the occupation. No les sense was the actual legislative 

acts of this Legislative Assembly and my thesis was not complete if I did not occupied 

this point. 

This tesis is divided into three parts.

The first part names „A litle history“ is deals with two significant facts which influence 

set up and work this Assembly. First fact is Slovak National Council founded in 1943 

and its eim was revolt and prepered the after-war organizationt of the country. I focus 

on the consequences folloving the publication by this body of a decree on the basic 

which assumed all the legislative power in the Czechoslovakia: the decrees of the 

Slovak National Council and the decrees of the president of the republic. I describe the 

way in which this power was subsequently modified and in fact gradualy reduced till 

the Slovak National Council bacame a subordinate body of central government. 

Secound fact deals with National Fron. It was actualy coalition of political parties. This 

body had not been anticipated by the Constitution and which had an extensive political 

power, decided on the state policy, the president respected its decisions and the 

government was a government of the National Front. A special capter of National Front 

was its Actoin Committee. Action Committee in the post - February period usurped 

considerable power and actually decided on the existence and nonexistence, and also 

beating its own way.

The secound part concerns the electroral laws on the Constituent National Assembly. 

Speccfically, the Act No. 28/1946 Sb. adjusting the permanent lists of electors whose 

eim was elaborating a permanent register of electors which would facilitate the course 

of election both in terms of time and in terms of costs, the Constitutional Act No. 

65/1946 Sb. the National Constituent Assembly which defined the conditions of 

functioning of the legislative assembly which was to be elected directly by the people 

for the first time since the end of the world war, and Act No. 67/1946 Sb. the election of 

the Constituent National Assembly of which was held parliamentary elections. This  



electroral laws I corporate with the  First Republic regulation in the elections to the 

National Assembly. A common feature was Constitution of 1920 which still apply.    

The third part concerns the real aktivity of the Constituent National Assembly. The first 

section deals with arrangments a new constitution. As the assembly names implies, its 

main eim was to prepare a new constitution. I concetrate on the preparation procedure. 

The secound section contains the common aktivity of  the Constituent National 

Assembly. In this section I deal with such aktivity which is interesting to remind. It was 

not apropriate only slavishly enumerace acts which where approved during its term. 




